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Size Blamed
For Problems at College

Law Journal
Announces New
Selection Procedure

by Ed Litwin
Contributing Editor

by Russell L. Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
ｈ｡ｳｴｩｮｾ＠
Law Journal

What is the biggest problem facing Hastings? According to an accrediting committee from the Association
of American Law Schools (AALS) it can be summarized as
"sheer size." This has been evidenced by Hastings tremendous growth in the last decade from a rather
small
law school to one of the largest.
IMPROMPTU

The Hastings Law Journal has decided to revise its
membership selection procedure. Two methods of achieving
Journal membership will now be available. Students
will
, be selected on the basis of grades or granted membership
when they submit a "publishable" note to the Journal.Prior
to last year, members were chosen on the basis of gradesalone. Last year, due to the strike, members were chosen by
a writing competition. Both methods of selection offer ｡ｾ＠
vantages and disagvantages. Having two methods of selection should offer the Journal and the Hastings Student body
the advantages of both.
High grades are indicative of some of the characteristics needed for Journal membership -- ability to analyse legal problems, to write and to work incessantly toward a desired goal. However, some excellent students may
not function well under examination conditions. Students
with determination and writing ability can make a significant contribution to the Journal even though they do
not
have high grades.
A writing competition alone is not adequate.
Too
many students are unable to write because of summer ･ｭｰｬｾﾭ
ment or the lack of an available law library. Furthermore
a formal writing competition, designed to produce a minimum numher of participants, places a severe administrative
burden on the Editorial Board as well as involving the ｳｾ＠
dents in researching sterile hypothetical problems.

DISCUSSIONS

Last Monday and Tuesday (March 16 and 17) three
people were sent here by the AALS in the last stage of evaluation of the College. They were probably consRicuous
as they peered into classes or tried to engage a student
in an impromptu discussion.
One of the committee members, a tall, distingdshed
looking gentleman with white hair and mustache, was
was
.Justice Ralph M. Holman of the Oregon Supreme Court.
On
his tour of the College he happened into one class in
time to hear one of his c1ecisions "cussed and discussed."
It was a decision that was later overturned by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
A woman in the group was Marion Boner, Professor
and Assistant Librarian at the University of Texas
Law
School in Austin, Texas. She took particular note of the
library at the College and invited herself into the Commons to talk with students at various tables.
[Cont' On
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SELECTION

BY

GRADES

A minimum number of 25 second-year students and 5
third-year students will be selected on the basis of their
cumulative grade point average. If any invitations are rejected, further invitations will continue until the minimum number of students have accepted.
The exact number of student members to be chosen
on the basis of grades will be determined at the end
of
the summer after an evaluation of the success of the writing program has been made. In no case, however,
will
less than the minimum number be taken.
Journal membership will not depend on the grading
system a student has chosen. To avoid any inequality that
might exist, the numerical grades of all students will be
used. Students who have elected either the four-tier system of the pass-fail system have requested their numerical scores remain anonymous. Therefore, they will be
placed on the list given the Registrar's office to the
Journal only if they have executed a waiver giving the Registrar's office permission to release their names. Note
that under no ｣ｾｲｵｭｳｴ｡ｮ･＠
will Journal members have access to the students' grades; only names of those who execute a waiver will be released.
A word of caution should be entered at this point.
Because a student is not on the Journal will not mean that
he didn't receive high grades. If he is on the four-tier
system of the pass-fail system he hay not have signed
a
waiver and thus his name would not be released to the Law
Journal. A student may also have received an invitation
to become a member and declined.

Bennett Rumor Denied

The campus grapevine had it last week that Professor William Bennett, who teaches Consumer Law, would be
the t!rget of a student campaign to force his resignation.
The "Fire Bennett" movement was deflated, however, when
John Pico, the student who initiated the complaint against
Bennett, vigorously denied that he wanted to start another
"Camera affair."
Pico, who is not known for his liberal views, became disgruntled over Professor Bennett's approach of
encouraging students to initiate consumer-oriented lawsuits, rather than relying on standard lectures.
When Bennett failed to show up for a number of
classes, Pico scheduled an appointment with Dean Anderson
to assure that the class would be taught. Supporters of
Bennett, fearing that Pico would ask that Bennett be fired .
went to Dean Anderson's office to praise Bennett's teaching methods.
This action proved unnecessary, however, as Pico
denied ever asking for Bennett's resignation. Bennett
appeared briefly in Dean Anderson's office, but only to
promise that he would be more regular in class attendance.
He explained that he had missed the classes
because of other duties, but that he would appear in the
future even if it meant flying back from a meeting in Los
Angeles. If he were forced to miss a class, Bennett promised, the lecture would be taught by Jim McCall, a deputy
SELECTION BY WRITING
attorney general involved with consumer affairs.
In a meeting after Thursday night's class, Bennett
Selection by writing requires that the student
and Pi co agreed to disagree about the teaching of the
submit a "puhlishable" note to the Journal. This
article
course.
"I wish he would either change the course or the
[Cont' On Page Three}
catalog " Pico commented. He suggested that a proper name
,
"
for the course, in its present form, might be Sue Public
Utilities. "
Pico reiterated, however, that he would put up
I
I
with the course rather than demand Bennett's resignation.
I
''We've had enough grand opera over Raymond and Camera," he
cOlllllented. "and I don't want to start any more disselliion."
ｾＭ

r

Ｎ ＭＮ＠
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ｾ
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granted, and generally offering another,
objective, viewpoint.
QUESTIONNAIRE

,I

Kenne th P. ｓｴＧｾｬ＠
l-<erg ...•.... F..Ji tor-in--Chie f
ｰ＠
ｅｾｩｴｯｲ＠
George Beiler ............... Ｇｾｮ｡Ｘｩ
Ed Litwin .•...•••....... Contributlnp. Ed:ftor
ｍｴ
｣ ｾｬ･＠
Schultz ••....... ｾｯｮｴｲｩｨｵＺｦｧ＠
Fd:ftor
Bob Azoff . ...••.... . ........... Photo ｾ､ｩｴｯｲ＠
Ellev Chaitin .................. Drama Fditor
The Hastings Law ｎ･ｾＢｳ＠
is tht> newspaper of the students at Hastinp;s Cullege of the Law. Letters and
inqui.ries are s " licit€:(\ and should hI': addressed tn
Cditor, lias tines T,a.: 1-1(·\>s, 198 HcAllil;ter St., San
ｆＬ｡ｮ｣ｩｾｯ＠
California,Q4102. The views expressed
herein do not ne('.essarily refle .:: t the viel.s c.f ｴｨｾ＠
Administration or FaCilIty of the. College.

------
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EDITORIAL

I
Students who have not decided which area of law
of
l they will go into should seriously consider that body
i law which deals with freedom of speech.
;I
Recently, "Agnewism" claimed
its first victim
'
jwhen Steve Leon, a Philadelphia radio announcer, was fired
fqr playing "d rug-oriented records" in violation of a Fedferal Communications Commission order.
!
Leon plans to challenge the constitutionality of
! the order in the courts. The results of the action will be
closely watched by FCC Chairman Dean Burch, who is ｵｮ､ｯｾ＠
edly anxious to know how far the FCC can go in eliminating
l "offensive material" from the airwaves.
I
According to Nicholas Johnson, the lone dissent!' ing member on the drug records ruling, the FCC acted
on
ｾ ｴｨ･＠
suggestion of the Pentagon, which was anxious to see
l anti-war records removed from the air.
This may seem far-fetched, but it remains to be
seen which stations the drug order will be enforced against
and how many anti-was announcers will be fired rather than
Iput up with FCC censorship of their music lists.
Americans could feel more secure of their right

I

!

The committee's research began quite a while aFo
before its actual visit to the College. A comprehensive
and thorough questionnaire was sent to the College. Questions ranged from the financial situation of the College
to the number of students enrolled to who is on the faculty, After all this information was compiled and somewhat analysed the committee made their brief visit to get
a firsthand idea of how the facts on the questionnaire
are actually put into practice.
Although the committee was reluctant to discuss
the report they will be preparing they did make some observations about the ｃｯｬＱ･ｾＮ＠
The ｡ｾｲ･､＠
that the biggest problem facing the College is it size, with all its
attendant problems. Some also thought that the lack of
ｩｭ｡ｾ･＠
may be a problem since the College is not closely
associated, in terms of physical location, with any University campus. Justice Holman thought this was of minor
importance, the real questions being how good a faculty
there is, and are the facilities adequate to function
properly?
All of the committee members were impressed at the
nearness of so many courts of all levels where the students could see firsthand application of law that was
learned in the classroom. They felt that the College
students were coming out short if they did not take advantage of the opportunity at hand.
SIMILAR

COMPLAINTS

In talking with students, the committee found that
most of the complaints were similar to those found among
all law students: teaching methods, relevancy of materials, class size, etc. They noted a particular interest
in the clinical programs here. Mrs. Boner, although noting that the library was comparatively small said that
the students usually complained of not enough copies of
a certain volume rather not a wide enough selection. She
also noted that even this did not seem critical with other libraries so close to the school.

I

to free speech
it
II cooperation
withif the

I

were
Nixon's
nonpress,notandforthePresident
famous statemetns
of
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The final member of the trio was Dean Charles E.
from the University of Arizona Law School in Tuscon.
i He was the spokesman for the group in an interview with
the Has tings Law News.

I

Ii

VISIT

:
The committee's visit was a whirlwind of activit, ies. There were formal and informal meetings with admin' istration, faculty, students, and alumni. When not in
: meetings the members were free to go wherever they wanted in an effort to get an understanding of how the Colli ege operates. This visit was the final stage of their
I research into the College, and now they will compile a
\ report on their findings.
Every year accrediting committees are appointed to
' analyse various law schools. Each committee is responsible for only one law school. Any given law school is
visited about once every ten years, and the College was
, last visited in 1959.
;
The committee was quick to point out that they do
J not accredit anything.
Rather, their rpimary function
to llok into all the facets of the running of a law
I is
i school and then point out problems that may exist and
possible solutions. They do this by asking questions and
usually overlooked, probing into things that may have

i

I
J
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Vice-President ａｾ･ｷＮ＠
I
However, the combination of this implied in timi I
I dation with the imposition of music censorship by the FCC I
can only lead one to the conclusion that something is serl iously wrong.
I
Freedom of speech is a constitutional right, but "
: like all rights in the constitution is worthless unless
I the people defend it.
, i
"
In the modem world, it is impossible for people
to defend their rights unless they have legal representa! tion.
The only argument against armed revolution pertinent here is that the people can solve their problems with- ! I
in the present constitutional framework. This argument
I
will sound extremely hollow if American lawyers are not
I
dedicated to the defense of our constitutional rights.

!
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The committee had a ｾｯ､＠
word for the administration. Dean Ares described Dean Marvin J. Anderson as a
man who is unusually responsive to the needs of the College and the students. Justice Holman said that he
wished it was possible for critical students to assume
administrative roles and try to come up with answers to
the ever present question of "How do you change an old
institution."
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Finally, the committee pointed out that a major
hindrance to the ｷ･ｬＭ｢ｩｮｾ＠
of the College is the lack of
finances. Because of the shortage of funds necessary to
initiate new programs, the growth of the school is being
hampered. They realized that more money is necessary but
the committee was pessimistic as far as far as ｾ･ｴｩｮｧ＠
any more from the State Legislature.
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publication
! in the Journal. Certainly, some degree of editorial asI sistance will be required to prepare the article for the
; ｰｲｩｮｾ･Ｌ＠
but the submitted draft should represent the stu- ｉｾＭＧ］
Ｍ
Ｍ
Ｍ
: dent s finest work.
All drafts submitted to the Journal must be typed,
I
Each student will be responsible for selecting the triple-spaced bith a 3-inch left hand margin and a I-inch
· topic of his note. It is suggested that each student sub- right hand margin. Use 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper,yellow for
; mit a 3-5 page memorandum on his topic to the Journal.Sub- the text and pink for the footnotes. All footnotes should
mission of this memorandum is not required but may save
be listed separately at the end of the paper and should
the student many hours of work on an inappropriate topic. conform to the Harvard Citator. To facilitate renumbering
: Topics submitted to the Journal will be evaluated by the
all footnote numbers should be in pencil.
· Research Editors and a written evaluation returned to the
There is no minimum or maximum length for your art: student. If the topic is approved the student can then
icle. However, it should be kept as short as possible
: complete his research and write the note. A register
of while completely covering the subject. The topic that you
select may encompass several more narrow important
legal
: all approved topics will be kept to prevent duplication.
A good topic for a note should be on a narrow point issues. As your research continues you may find that one
: of law. Before ｳ･ｬ｣ｴｩｮｾ＠
a topic and ｢･ｧｩｮｾ＠
your
re- of these narrow topics is more suitable for an article.Re· search you should check the Index to Legal Periodicals and member, a well analysed specific topic is more desireable
, Shepardize any major cases or statutes to be used in your than a somewhat shallow treatment of a broad field of law.
: note to insure that your topic has not been pre-empted by
All submissions will be ｴｨｯｲｵｾｬ
ｹ＠ researched and
: another published article. Some students may wishro write evaluated on both substantive merit and technical ｡｣ｵｲｾ＠
; for a symposium rather than on an open topic. The follow- All arruments and conclusions must be supported by compe; ing topics have been chosen for Volume 23: November-- Wom- tent authority. There is no such ｴｨｩｮｾ＠
as a self-evident
· en's Rights; January--Prisons and prisoners; February-legal proposition. Organization and presentation of the
: Multi-jurisdictional Government; March--Ninth Cirucit Re- points argued in the article will be the important factors
: view; May--Population and the Law.
in ･ｶ｡ｬｵｴｩｮｾ＠
the quality of an article and the ability of
,
In order to obtain Journal membership for the cur- the students to contribute to the Journal.
, rent year all notes must be received by the Journal prior
When a student note is submitted to the Journal it
to September 1. If a note is received after September 1, will be forwarded to the Research Editor. The Research EdI the note may still be published' but membership cannpt be
itor will evaluate the note and have it checked for accurpranted for the current year. Thus, second-year students acy and to insure that the topic hasn't been pre-empted.If
, could not become members until their third year, and
the Research Editor decides that the note is publishable,
: third year students could not obtain membership after this it will be forwarded to the Issue Editor in whose issue it
I date, although they may still be published.
This deadline would most likely appear. After the Issue Editor has ana; is necessary because students are needed early in the aca- lysed the topic and approved the manuscript, it will
be
, demic year to perform Journal work and also to determine
forwarded to the Editor-in-Chief. If final approval is
those second-year students who will be exempt from
Moot then given the student will be invited to join the JournaL
: Court competition.
7he student wi ll then be assigned to a Note and Comment
I
[Cont I On Page Four]
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to fully explain the new procedures and answer questions
concerninp membership on the Hastings Law Journal:
Monday, March 29, 9 : 40 am, Classroom A
Tuesday, March 30, 9:40 am, Classroom G
Friday, April 2, 1:40 pm, Classroom E

Letters

-

ｾ＠

ITo the Editor:
I
Presumably, the catalyst of the American radical
:movement (a la "New Left") was the combination of growing
l resentment of ｕｾｓＮ＠
involvement in Vietnam, rampant poverty
: in a society glutted with wealth, corporate plundering of
( the country's natural resources, and blatant racism in a
i country which mouths equality and justice for all.
:
Given this, shouldn't we question radicai action
: directed towards the Establishment through middle- and upper-middle-class Women's Lib and ｴｨｲｯｵｾ＠
student confrontations confined to campuses and administration offices
where only the better-off in our society are permitted to
tread? Are we not ｭ･ｲｾｬｹ＠
ｰｬ｡ｹｩｮｾ＠
ｾ｡ｭ･ｳ＠
with our own ･ｾｯｳ＿＠
Or maybe we're preparing for the ｂｩｾ＠
Confrontation,
in
which case we could ill afford the luxury of this leisurely ｴｲ｡ｩｮｾ＠
if things are indeed as unacceptable as we tea
ourselves they are. Or maybe the best overall stratepy is
to ignore the arguments on behalf of ｾｯ｡ｬＭｲｩ･ｮｴ､＠
action
and strike at The Man from every ｡ｮｾｬ･Ｌ＠
｢ｲｩｮｾｧ＠
him
to
.his knees on whatever happens to be the Issue of the Day.
Meanwhile, the cat who is ｲ･｡ｬｾ＠
down stays
down -- the Grunt in Nam ｾｯ･ｳ＠
right on dying and the poor
go ri ght on struggling and ｳｬｵｧｾｩｮ＠
it out with the
grim
realities of day-to-day survival, oblivious to everything
. except the mud and rats and unaware that the so-called Re volution in their behalf has fizzled out and become lethargic with their future leaders' ･ｾｯｭ｡ｮｩＮ＠

Last week, the Hastings Law Journal announced its
personnel for the new year. They are James E. Sheldon,
James R. Thompson, Warren Price, Mike Soumbeniotsis, and
Raymond G. Ellis (issue editor.); Peter W. Marshall and
Michael W. Berwind (technical editors); Victor Zilinskas
(book review editor); Stephen H. Pettigrew (publication
editor); John P. Bosshardt, Les A. Chilcote, Joseph M.
Colbert, Allan Bruce Currie, Joseph M. Fioravanti, Stephen
A. McFeely, and Stewart S. Mims (note and comment editors);
Frederick Siegrist (research editor), Dennis E. Carlton,
Bruce J. Cogan, Darrel J. Knudston, John K. Kresse, and
William C. Steffin (research associates); and Steven E.
Bloom, Normand V. Lussier, Robert Vernon McDade, Jon S.
Malsnee, Charlene P. Rosack, William B. Sloan, and Michael
D. Smith (staff writers).

-- G. Hearn I-B
[Cont' From Page Three]
Editor and will assume all the duties and responsibilities '
of Journal membership.
The burden of Journal membership should be considered before attempting to write a note or accepting an
invitation on the basis of grades. Writing a note is a
ｴｩｭ･Ｍ｣ｯｮｳｵｾ＠
affair. Even after a draft is accepted,
several re-writes and revisions of the article will be required. During the year the student will be required
to
perform over 100 hours of cite-checking and other technical and general office work. Not only is the work timeconsuming, it is often frustrating or dull and usually requires some sacrifice in both ｾｲ｡､･ｳ＠
and social life. Furthermore, Journal membership is a mandatory two year com- ;
mitrnent and any student deciding to accept an invitation ;
should be prepared to make a full-time commitment in
his :
l third-year, either as a member of the Editorial Board or .
! as a staff writer.
!
Despite the stringent requirements and demands of
Journal work, few law school activities offer the student •
such an opportunity ti develop his personal character and
I further his legal education. Potential employers also
view law journal experience as a valuable asset. A student willing to make the necessary sacrifices will find
Journal membership to be a rewarding experience.
Several members of the Editorial Board will
meet
i'next week with interested first and second-year students

I

I

I

CAPTION

CONTEST

Shown above is a photo taken by Bob Azoff
of one of San Francisco's finest at the
time of the recent visit of South
Vietnamese V.Pres. Nguyen Cao Ky, taken
in
front of the Fairmont Hotel. Turn in suggestions for cpations to Editor, Hastings
Law News, or lsip under door in Room 209,
55 Hyde Street. Winner will be awarded a
Hefty Plastic Trash Bag autographed by
Wendy Ande rson.
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